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Next Meeting:

The outstanding club member I
would like to recognize this
Tuesday, December 3,
month is Wilson, BOH (or
6:00pm Bullock’s BBQ
according to the FCC, W4BOH).
Program: Celebration of
Wilson is an electronics expert
the Holidays
and is always gracious in sharing
his knowledge. Many of us make
Continuing a tradition of
a repeater call to BOH whenever
having the DFMA pick up
we are stumped by a ham related
the tab for members at our
or electrical issue. Wilson has
December Holiday Dinner
been a big asset to the club for
Meeting, we will meet at
many years. For example, he has
Bullock's Barbecue
served several terms as club
Restaurant in Durham
president, he is a DFMA Club Net
starting at 6:00pm. You
control, and he has been a Field
will be able to order from
Day band captain on numerous
the menu. Members can
Reflections of Christmas
occasions. Wilson has been very
bring one guest -- bring
generous in providing
your spouse or friend!
transportation to many hamfests in the renowned
This is our Christmas Meeting -- In that tradition you
BOHmobile. Wilson can always be counted on to
may (optionally):
bring fascinating, and usually vintage items to our
+++ Bring a Christmas gift to be distributed to needy
Show & Tell programs. Last month he provided an
children. If wrapped, mark gender and age range on
interesting and entertaining program featuring a
the outside. If not wrapped, that's fine too. If you have
one -- a gift bag would work too.
+++ The Club will make its annual gift to the Durham
Rescue Mission. We will be passing the "hat" for
personal contributions.

2013

(Note: in past years some
people have dropped a check in
the hat. You can make it out to
any charity you like. We can
forward it and the cancelled
check can be handy at tax time.
Also, if you are not in a position
to donate anything this year, please come anyway. Or
if you are making a special effort through your
church or at the office, don’t feel pressured to do
more than you really should. Your presence at this
meeting is a gift to all of us.)

President’s Corner
I hope everyone is staying warm now that we are
experiencing much cooler weather. Hopefully these
cooler temperatures are infusing everyone with
holiday spirit. Speaking of holiday spirit, I hope to see
you at our traditional December Holiday Dinner
meeting at Bullocks. It’s a delightful opportunity to
share in the fellowship of our wonderful members.

Wilson, W4BOH (DurHamFest) Courtesy of N4SKP

multitude of connectors (my personal favorite was
his “PL-H2O” connectors). And finally, Wilson’s most
important contribution to the club each year,
hamburger chef at DurHamFest.
I wish everyone Happy Holidays and hope you have a
Triumphant New Year!
73, Skip, N4SKP
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OCRA/DFMA Joint Field Day
Impressive: #6 out of 2547!
Once again, the joint Field Day operation conducted
by the DFMA and OCRA was a great success, despite
challenging propagation conditions and reorganizing

I feel that this coming year, we will have some
breakthroughs, we will advance into the top 5
nationally, and stand an excellent chance of being the
#1 QRP station. I look forward to working with all of
you.
73, Dave Snyder, W4SAR
OCRA/DFMA Field Day Coordinator

Ham Bio -- Karen, KDS4YJZ

Field Day 2013 in the MCU
Bruce, N1LN, Roy, WA2JLW, and the Coffee Maker

Of the highlights of my time as an Amateur Radio
operator, I am most grateful for the opportunities for
providing emergency service to the community.
Amateur Radio gave me the ability to take part in:
- Damage assessment in the wake of hurricanes
- Providing auxiliary communication at the EOC
during the great ice storm
- Finding lost children at the Hog Day celebrations
-Providing a logistical communications link between
the Red Cross shelters and the EOC at several
disasters, providing shelter counts and helping move
needed supplies and equipment

our setup for a new site. The hardest work of all
involved building ever more efficient stations, and
putting in so much time operating paid off, as we
maintained our upward trend in total points.
Though we did not achieve the goal of breaking
into the top 5 nationally, we did rank #6 out of
2,547 participants. We did maintain our ranking
as #1 in the North Carolina section for the fourth
year in a row.
We came in #2 nationally out of all participants
for the QRP category, once again edged out by the
West Valley ARA in California. However, I have
heard they have taken notice of us, and we had
them worried!
This marked the fifth year of the collaboration on
Field Day between the DFMA and OCRA. I pulled
together a table showing our rankings and point
totals for those years. The upward trends show
how well the clubs have learned to work together.

Field National Roanoke
Div
Day
2/202
2013 6/2547
2/204
2012 8/2617
1/198
2011 6/2632
2010 18/2617 2/193
2009 36/2603 5/193

NC
Sec

QRP

Points

1/71 2/305 17,675
1/79 3/263 17,385
1/73 3/290 17,035
1/69 2/193 13,445
3/73 6/284 11,115

Karen, and Dave operating at Field Day

Getting to work contacts throughout the Country on
Field Day and the chance to talk to people around the
world are also some of the accomplishments Amateur
Radio has made available to me.
The greatest highlight, however, was in becoming a
member of two fine organizations, The Durham FM
Association and OCRA, I have forged many
friendships that have lasted for years. If it were not
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Karen, presenting the OCRA Cup to Chris, KG4CFX

Inside a 10kVA pole pig

for Amateur Radio, I would not have made all of these
connections.
Karen Snyder, KD4YJZ

BigRig Story
By Wilson, W4BOH
‘twas the night before Friday…
As some of you know, I have been determined for
about 40 years to build a power supply using a 3KW
pole pig Dad collected sometime in the 50s. What,
you don’t know what a pole pig is?

I literally can’t remember it not being around the
house!
Well, tonight I hooked up the new control system on
which I’ve been working for a few months and
connected it to the pole pig, all mounted in an old
rack obtained at Durhamfest.
It works!
OOPS, that’s not it. This is what I meant, but mine is
much smaller…

No problems, EXCEPT that for bleeder resistors to
work their ends have to be connected to OPPOSITE
sides of the filter caps! Connecting both ends of the
bleeder to the same side of the caps did not result in
any bleeding, except for my pride, of course.
NEVER rely on your bleeder to kill the high voltage!
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Turning up the Variac produced a gratifying ramp up
of voltage, but something is “shorting” at about 2KV.
Might be a funky 866 rectifier tube. The 866s haven’t
been used much, but do have a little age on them,
maybe 50 years or so. I haven’t acquired many since
1960 and, even when I did, they certainly weren’t
new. When the problem occurs, all four light up
beautifully, but one glows nearly white, which I think
means it’s lost a lot of its vacuum. I still can’t figure
out where the vacuum goes when it’s lost...maybe you
can help?
If you get a call from Dee Anne, beware, she may
want you to come haul off something heavy, made of
Fe and Cu, and possibly a body.

Front of Rack with Variac Knobs and Rectifiers

So out of the rack it comes, with appropriately
pinched fingers and scratched hands. Wires all look
OK, so which xfmr? Get out the closest diagnostic
tool, my prominent proboscis! There are two xfmrs
on there, one perfectly ordinary and one the only
example of its type I’ve EVER seen, an open frame fil
xfmr with TWO separate fil windings.
NEAT, it heats the two 866 filaments that go to the AC
terminals of the bridge rectifier hookup and saves
having a third xfmr to hook up! Can you guess how
unobtainium that thing is?
Anyhow, the proboscis came through with flying
colors and directed me to the single winding xfmr,
which had the seriously sour smell of something
substantially sparking and shorting! So, off to the
stockroom for a replacement, but, would you believe,
there were none similar. Several 2.5V xfmrs, of
course, but all potted military style or cased in fine
UTC form and not suitable for the space available at
all.
What to do? It’s after 2100 and I’m determined this
thing is going to work again, TONIGHT. So then into
Apollo 13 repair mode, “Fix it with what you have!”
Out with the screws and off with the case and, what
ho, some blackness on the tape over the secondary,
near the terminals. Plowing along, I started cutting
off the tape, but all is well underneath! Then, using

The Next Night
No doubt you are all wondering about that little
“shorting” issue, right?
Well, I decided to use my most sophisticated
diagnostic technique and get to the bottom of
it. Remember those words, ‘get to the
bottom...’. I gingerly increased the voltage,
using the big Variac and, sure enough, grunt
grunt, there it was. With persistence and
ignorance aplenty, I kept tempting fate and,
sure enough, got it to the point of being shorted
and staying that way! Any Variac setting off
zero resulted in four brightly glowing 866s and
a faint hum from the pole pig. Did you know
pigs can hum?

The control deck with plate Variac, screen Variac, and switching
stuff
Note the neat old 4M Ohm shunt and meter calibrated for 4KV.
The coil of wire is my 25KV B+ lead, ignition wire from NAPA.

SO, is it a choke coil shorted to the case, an oil
filled cap shorted or leaking to case, a pinched
wire out of sight somewhere, or an 866 fil xfmr?
Disconnecting the rectifier system output from the
choke instantly showed the problem to be in the
rectifier assembly, four 866s in a housing with two fil
xfmrs attached.

the proboscis again, check the cover: stinks. Where
the terminals are mounted, on a little phenolic panel,
with obviously inadequate separation from the steel,
it’s easy to see the charring between one terminal
and the case! Wish I hadn’t messed with the tape...
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What to do now? I don’t want to make a new
terminal board, so just drill out the rivets and bend
the wires to stick out the hole where the terminal
board was mounted, reinstall the xfmr, connect the
wires from the tube sockets, assuring plenty of
airgap, and then reinstall the assembly into the
bottom of the rack panel space. You did remember
about getting to the bottom of the problem, didn’t
you?
More pinched fingers and scratched hands...imagine
the excitement when I pushed the start button!

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting - 11/5/13 - KU4GC Secretary
Location: Bullock’s BBQ, Durham
Attending: Wilson, W4BOH; Mike, KK4BPH; Charlie,
NC4CD; Justin, KD4CPM; Adriano, KV7D; Michael,
KK4EIB; Dee, KU4GC; MK, W4MKR; Wayne, KJ4GDW;
Brandon, KJ4GKR; Lisa, KJ4GKQ; Rhett, KE4HIH;
Joanna, KE4QOZ; Jim, KI4HQO; Al, KE4IHX; Roy,
WA2JLW; Vlad, KK4MRE; Duke, K2MZ; Nancy; Jim,
KG4NEL; Mark, KJ4NPF; Tony, K1OC; Banks, W4OFZ;
Tim, KJ4OLI; Tucker, KK4UNZ; Jim, WA4OPI; Gail;
Lad, W4ORD; Jim, KB4OT; Lowell, KK4PH; Pete,
K4PHS; Bill, KK4QDZ; Ken, KI4QXJ; Bill, KI4RAN;
Prez; Dick, WA2ROC; Bob, W4RWC; Skip, N4SKP;
Dan, KR4UB; Don, KE4UVJ; Dave, NA4VY;
A total of 41 attending, 38 of them hams.
Before the formal start of the meeting, Skip,
N4SKP distributed the new DFMA caps to those
who had ordered them.
President - Skip, N4SKP, called the meeting to
order at 7:00 pm and opened the activities with
the traditional self introductions.
REPORTS

The Business End of the Power Supply
The filament transformers are visible in the back, under the
yellow wires that take HV AC to the rectifiers. The white
porcelain is the connection panel on top of the porcine Polish
provider of potential to the power producing part of the rig. The
gray thingy is the choke and the green cylinders are the
bleeders.

End of suspense. I’ve had it to 3000V with no
excitement and it’s only 2230 hrs. That’s enough,
even for me, so out of The Land of Magic and upstairs
I go to say goodnight to the bride and pore over some
tube spec’s before I hit the hay to dream of cherry red
4-400s at 2KW or so.
Keep listening for sparks and screams. If you don’t
hear any, I’ll let you know what happens next. After I
calibrate a couple of meter shunts, I’ll have tales of
neutralizing the big amp and giving it a smoke test.
73, WL
Note: All pictures courtesy of Wilson, W4BOH

Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB
Michael reported that he has programs lined up
for January and March but still needs one for
February. (The December meeting does not have
a program.)
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR

Members: 95 in good standing (who had paid 2013
dues by the end of the meeting)
Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
Dee had several announcements:
- VE Session, 7pm, Monday, 11/11, Orange County
EOC concurrent with
- OCRA Meeting, 7pm, Monday, 11/11, Orange County
EOC
- Name tag policy has gone live: no name tag, no
ticket for door prize. Stick-on name tags were
available and heavily used.
- Still looking for “Ham Bios” for the Link. Dan,
KR4UB, had his in the last Link.
- The Holiday Meeting/Party is 12/3.
1. Meals will be covered by the club for the paid-up
member plus one guest. (Bring your SO!). People not
paid-up for this year can still do so.
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2. Like last year, we will ask people to volunteer
“Ham New Year’s Resolutions”. We may also get an
update on last year’s resolutions.
3. We will be collecting toys for children (which will
go to social services). If you wrap it, mark age range
and gender (if applicable).
4. The DFMA will make a gift to the Durham Rescue
Mission. We will “pass the hat” for additional
contributions. (You may use a check; useful for tax
purposes. If using a check, you can also specify an
alternate charity.)
5. (Items 3 and 4 above are entirely optional!)

homemade connectors made from old vacuum tubes.
He showed various connectors for coax and had some
good tips for attaching PL259 connectors by tinning
the braid first. He did not quite include the kitchen
sink but did think of the laundry room. Dan, KR4UB,
provided technical support by using his laptop
camera to focus on the small connectors and send the
image to the screen with a video projector. As time
ran out, Dee, KU4GC, said a few things about
Anderson Powerpole connectors.

Other Announcements
Lad, W4ORD, invited all DFMA members to the OCRA
Holiday Party. It will be a catered meal and cost
approximately $18 per person. You must let Lad
know if plan to attend. (Or let Dee, KU4GC, know.)

Board Meeting Minutes

Wilson, W4BOH, is taking the “BOH Mobile” to
JarsFest in Benson, Sunday, 11/17. He still has a
couple of seats available.
Adriano, KV7D, announced that Dewey, WA4AHR,
sent his regrets and was staying home in support of
Rosie who has been receiving chemo treatments for
cancer.
Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD
Charlie reported that there have been receive
problems from time to time. This should all go away
when we are back on remote receivers. The plans for
the VA to TV Hill move are going forward with
programming from KV7D and KK4PH.
ARES - Lowell, KK4PH
Lowell thanked the people from DFMA and OCRA
who participated in the Habitat for Humanity
Halloween Bike Ride and singled out Steve, W4AHL,
who headed the effort from the OC ARES side. There
were no serious incidents, which is good, but we
showed that we could have handled emergencies
effectively.

Meeting adjourned.

Durham FM Association (DFMA)
Board Meeting - 10/15/13 - KU4GC, Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending: Charlie, NC4CD; Dee, KU4GC; MK,
W4MKR; Paul, KE4OXN; Bob, W4RWC; Skip, N4SKP;
Pete, K4PHS; Dave, W4SAR; Karen, KD4YJZ; Dan,
KR4UB
President - Skip, N4SKP, called the meeting to order
at 7:05pm.
The 10/15/13 Board minutes and the 11/5/13
Meeting minutes were approved as distributed.
REPORTS
Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB,
was not able to attend.
Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
Dee discussed plans regarding our Holiday Dinner
which is also our December meeting. There will be
the usual free dinner for members, collection of gifts
for children, and collection for charities. Last year
we tried the “Ham New Year’s Resolutions” and we’ll
try that again (and check to see how folks did from
last year). It was suggested we play some of the
“Ham Band” videos and Dee proposed showing Gary
(KN4AQ) Pearce’s “A Ham’s Night before Christmas”.

A Durham County ARES meeting is planned for
November, but time and place have not been set.

Treasurer - MK, W4MKR

Door Prizes
Tucker, KK4UNZ, won an SDR dongle and accessories,
donated by Vlad, KK4MRE. Michael, KK4EIB, won a
leather punch and Bill, KI4RAN won an LED
flashlight.

Current members: 95 are paid up so far for this year.

Program: Connectors and Things
by Wilson, W4BOH
Wilson showed off a vast collection of different kinds
of connectors, all used in our hobby. He started with

Hamfest Chair - Paul, KE4OXN
In light of his desire to step down as Hamfest Chair,
Paul outlined the things that needed to be done.
1. Making arrangements with the Little River
Community Complex including leaving a deposit.
2. Apply to the ARRL to become an affiliated hamfest.
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3. Possibly place a SERA ad. They have a very early
deadline and we have not had an ad recently.
4. Coordinate with Linda, KF4LJZ, who has been the
vendor contact. She usually does a mailing to
previous vendors.
5. Make up and print flyers.
6. Possibly deal with tables. Last year we got enough
from the LRCC, but they are not guaranteed.
Paul said he would continue functioning as the
Hamfest Chair, but hopes for a replacement. It was
suggested that we might be able to find a co-chair to
start a transition.
Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD
Charlie reported that Lowell, KK4PH, is still writing
code and Charlie and Adrian, KV7D, are working on
getting the IRLP feature working. It was asked
whether we would have an APRS Igate. That could
presumably be added later.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR
Dave reported that we again came in sixth in the total
Field Day field out of 2547. We came in 2/202 in the
Roanoke Division, 1/71 in North Carolina, 2/305 in
the QRP category. We earned a total score of 17,675
points. Dave was congratulated for heading such a
successful event.
There has been no feedback from OE Enterprises and
we will move to make similar arrangements for next
year. There is still the issue of interference from the
site lighting on 80 meters. Possibly a Beverage
antenna might help. It would help if the fenced off
construction area were gone, but that is not assured.
OLD BUSINESS

example of the kind of young person we need more
of. We are also noting the progress made by Kristin,
KI4LLO, at Efland Cheeks Elementary School with
help from OCRA and the DFMA. Hopefully, in time,
we will have some new hams resulting from her
efforts. It was suggested that we might invite Kristin
to give a talk about her program.
Meeting adjourned.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH
For Sale: Ham QTH
As you may know, Wayne KJ4GDW is moving to
Washington, NC. He will miss his many Amateur
Radio friends in the Triangle area. His home has some
antennas installed and is an excellent location for
Ham Radio. It is on 1.8 wooded acres located on a
high elevation compared to the surrounding terrain
and the propagation program "RF Terrain" shows the
location to be excellent. Towers are not restricted so
this would be a great place to have a tower or two.
The location is near Jordan Lake and Fearrington
Village and is an easy commute to RTP, Chapel Hill, or
Apex / Cary.
For an appointment to see this great Home and Ham
QTH location call Jeff at Dwell Real Estate at
(919)260-3333

- At the last meeting, attendees wore name tags,
either their own or stick-on ones. A group order for
name tags was suggested. It was noted that OCRA
had done that. Dan, KR4UB, offered to send
information about that order.

Copy this link to your browser;
http://ncdwell.com/2013/08/21/103-tripp-roadpittsboro-nc-27312/

- Charlie said he would be contacting Norm
Thompson regarding a new lease for the
Hillsborough site. He has been in touch with Crown
Castle (a tower leasing/management company)
regarding current reasonable rates.

12/3
12/9
12/14
12/17
1/7

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
6pm DFMA Holiday Dinner, Bullock’s BBQ
6pm OCRA Holiday Dinner, Exchange Club
10am VE Session, Orange County EOC
7pm DFMA Board Meeting (maybe?)
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ

Charlie, NC4CD, presented a new gavel to Skip,
N4SKP, for calling meetings to order. This should be
an improvement over “clinking” plastic glasses.

4B
73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting

Karen, KD4YJZ, started a discussion on getting young
people involved. Tucker, KK4UNZ, was noted as an

Web Site: dfma.org

NEW BUSINESS

(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)

